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Abstract- Major Component which decides the performance of the digital circuit is Clock, which is a multi-fanout signal. If the 

clock frequency is high, so the performance. In this paper techniques to reduce clock network length are discussed. Clock nets are 

first migrated from higher technology node to lower technology node and then modified to achieve less dynamic capacitance by 

reducing the length of clock net. Here, clock network of Full Chip is studied and identified the corner cases by using a Perimeter as 

an objective function where clock network could be optimized. Minimum Length Routing is done using Intel Custom Tools, which 

ultimately reduced the capacitance of the clock network. Clock network is optimized using two techniques; 1. Trunk router and 2. 

Netcell Estimation router. Experimental results show that 20.91% and 6.01% reduction in clock net length by using Trunk and 

Netcell Estimation routers respectively. 

 

Index Terms— Clock, Technology node, Full Chip, Intel Custom Tools, Trunk Routing, Netcell Estimation Routing, Clock pattern. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Semiconductor industry growth is making it possible to 

manufacture miniaturized devices. It also leads to major 

challenges such as improved performance, low power 

consumption and high speed in designing Digital Integrated 

Circuits (IC). Power consumption is the main optimization 

objective of modern ICs. Clock is a reference signal 

responsible for proper operation of the circuit. It decides at 

what instant data should be processed. Clock is a large 

signal which spans across whole circuit and consumes 

around 30% of whole IC’s power. Clock is global in nature, 

always switching regardless of circuit operation and nets are 

usually very big which span across whole circuit. Hence, 

clock consumes more dynamic power due to high 

capacitance, resistance and frequent switching. Clock should 

be routed in a particular manner so that it should reach all 

functional units at precise time with a minimum skew.  

Many algorithms and techniques have been proposed in 

literature mainly concentrate on the minimization of clock 

skew, which also deals with RC delay and power to some 

extent. There are several clock distribution networks have 

been in use since decades [1]. But as the technology is 

scaling, clock routing has become more challenging as there 

is an increase in resistance. The routability of the clock net 

also becomes an urgent concern in dense VLSI chips with 

thousands of clocked elements which may be unevenly 

distributed across a major area of the chip [2]. The 

commonly used structures of clock distribution are trunk, 

tree, mesh, and H-tree and these structures are extensively 

used in literature [3]. Fig. 1 shows the example of clock 

distribution structures. 

  
Fig. 1. Common structures of clock distribution networks 

including a trunk, tree, mesh, and H-tree [1]. 

The Method of Means and Medians (MMM or 3M) 

algorithm is conceptually simple and yields good results for 

clock distibution [4 - 5]. It is the main algorithm which is 

used to generate H-tree structure. 3M algorithm is modified 

to get a Feasible Segment Tree, which is a collection of 

clock sinks having a similar slope [4]. This, FSTM has 

achieved 13% reduction in wire length. There are several 

routing algorithms available to route multiterminal nets; 1. 

Minimum Spanning Tree, and 2. Rectiliner Steiner Tree [5]. 
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Minimum spanning tree is a common structure, easy to 

compute and branching is allowed only at pin location just 

like tree and distances are Manhattan distances. Rectiliner 

Steiner Tree (RST) is the shortest route for connecting a set 

of pins. In RST a wire can be brached from any point along 

it’s length. A Rectilinear Steiner Minimum Tree (RSMT) is 

an RST with minimum cost among all RSTs [6]. The RSMT 

problem is NP-hard and several heuristic algorithms have 

been developed, most of them based on the minimum cost 

spanning tree [7 - 8].  

In this paper, first the existing clock network is migrated 

from higher technology node to lower technology node, 

which is presented in section II. Once the clock network is 

migrated, corner cases of clock distribution is found out 

using perimeter of a set of pins as a objective function, 

where optimization of clock network can be done. Section 

III deals with algorithm to find out the corner cases. Section 

IV presets two techniques used to oprimize the clock tree. 

Section V presents the experiment results along with the 

graphical reprentation of clock tree and the conclusion is 

presented in section VI. 

 

II. MIGRATION OF CLOCK NETWORK 

 

Clock is usually generated external to the chip and 

connected to chip through one or two clock pins. Hence, it is 

very important for the clock to reach each functional unit 

which needs it. This distribution follows some design 

hierarchy in order to meet all timing constraints of clock. 

The design hierarchy of chip is illustrated in Fig. 2. Core is 

divided into number of sections and each section consists of 

Functional Unit Blocks (FUB). In the high or first level of 

clock distribution clock is delivered from the Phase Locked 

Loop (PLL) to each section level ports called as global 

drivers. In the second or low level clock is distributed from 

each global drivers to the associated clock pins of FUBs. 

And finally, third or low level distribution distributes clock 

to each sequential block within the FUB from FUB level 

pins.    

 
Fig. 2. Design Hierarchy of chip. 

 

The first level of clock distribution is done using clock spine 

structure [9 - 10], which is shown in Fig. 3. This paper 

presents a second level of clock distribution techniques 

namely trunk routing and netcell estimation routing. It is 

very difficult for any designer to develop clock tree from the 

scratch and time consuming as well. In the real time, design 

time is an important factor to be considered for timely tape-

out. Hence, when the clock network needs to be developed 

in lower technology node, it would be a good practice to 

migrate clock distribution network from higher technology 

node without compromising design requirements such as 

skew, RC delay and power. 

 
Fig. 3. High level clock distribution of full chip using 

clock spine structure. 

 

A. Migration Algorithm  

Higher Technology Node: 

Step 1: List all global drivers of particular section 

Step 2: List out all clock nets connected associated to each 

global driver 

Step 3: Determine the co-ordinates of each clock net along 

with the metal layers used 

Step 4: Save all global driver data with the above 

information 

 

Lower Technology Node: 

Step 1: Design with placement of all global drivers and pins 

in lower technology node 

Step 2: List all global drivers of particular section 

Step 3: Check global drivers existence in higher technology 

node 

Step 4: List out all clock nets of that particular global driver 

Step 5: Create a black box using metal intended for clock 

routing 

Step 6: Retrieve saved information from higher technology 

node 
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Step 7: Perform scaling of all co-ordinates 

Step 8: Assign the scaled co-ordinates to each black boxes 

Step 9: Create trunks and shield for each clock net 

Step 10: Draw each clock net 

Step 11: Make connections between wires  

Step 12: Tune wires to get proper dimensions & connections 

 

III. ALGORITHM TO INDICATE THE CORNER 

CASES 

 

The semiperimeter is an objective function that pursues 

these two objectives simultaneously [6]. It approaches the 

cost of routing a multi-terminal net by half of the perimeter 

of the rectangle that includes it. When the number of nets of 

a multi-terminal connection grows, the semiperimeter loses 

precision in its estimation (Fig. 4). In that case, RSMT gives 

a minimum length routing. 

 
(a)                                               (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Semiperimeter length [5]. (b) RSMT length [5]. 

 

As clock is a multi-terminal net, there is a minimum 

possibility of having clock pins on the perimeter of the 

bounding rectangle. So, in order to find the corner cases in 

the real time design where the clock network can be 

optimized the ratio of length to perimeter is used as an 

objective function. 

Length to Perimeter Ratio Algorithm 

Step 1: Select a driver and associated receiver pins 

Step 2: Determine the actual routing length  

Step 3: Draw a rectangle which covers all receiver pins of 

that driver 

Step 4: Determine the perimeter of the rectangle 

Step 5: Evaluate the ratio of actual length to the perimeter of 

the rectangle 

Step 6: If the ratio is smaller than 1, then actual routing is 

considered as the optimal routing 

Step 7: If the ratio is greater than or equal to 1, then routing 

can be modified to achieve minimum routing length 

 

 

 

IV. TECHNIQUES USED FOR CLOCK ROUTING TO 

ACHIVE MINIMUM LENGTH 

 

Once the corner cases are identified using the ratio of 

Length to Perimeter, the clock network is optimized using 

below techniques. 

A. Trunk Routing 

In this technique of clock routing, trunks are drawn from the 

clock source to all sinks. Clock trunks are according to the 

grid position of the particular metal layer in which clock net 

should be drawn. The steps involved for trunk routing is 

shown Fig. 5. The inputs for this router is the clock net 

which needs to be optimized, metal layers, pin locations, via 

specs and cluster span.  

Here, the cluster span indicates the area with a specific 

dimensions. If a set of clock pins are enclosed in a particular 

cluster, then a single clock trunk will be assigned to that set 

of pins. 

 
Fig. 5. Trunk routing. 

Example of trunk routing is illustrated in Fig. 6. By altering 

the cluster span dimension, the number of clock trunks 

drawn can be optimized. 

  
Fig. 6. Trunk routing. 
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Trunk router draws the clock network either H or I like 

structures. It does only two levels of trunks. In the first level 

it creates a long vertical or horizontal trunk connecting to 

the global driver and in the second level it directly connects 

the drawn trunk to each pins by horizontal or vertical trunks 

respectively. It estimates number of topologies can be drawn 

for a particular set of global driver and receivers. In those a 

minimum length topology is chosen for comparison with the 

existing manual routing.  

B. Netcell Estimation Routing 

Netcell Estimation Routing basically consists of two 

modules; 1. Netcell Estimation Module and 2. Steiner Tree 

Estimation Module. Netcell estimation module takes the 

nets connectivity and pin layout data as input and produces 

the list of pins for each net, recording all relevant 

information about each net and each of its pins. The data 

flow of Netcell Estimation Module is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

  
Fig. 7. Netcell Estimation Module. 

Steiner Tree Estimation Module accepts the data generated 

by Netcell Estimation Module and uses Steiner tree 

algorithm to build the minimum Steiner tree for the net. The 

data flow of Steiner Tree Estimation Module is as shown in 

Fig. 8. Example of Netcell estimation routing is shown in 

Fig. 9. 

  
Fig. 8. Steiner Tree Estimation Module. 

  

 
Fig. 9. Netcell Estimation Routing. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The experiments on clock network designs are carried out 

on a real time designs using INTEL internal tools. The tool 

is basically used for placement and routing of the full chip.  

Fig. 10 shows the possibility of determining the corner cases 

using the ratio of actual length to perimeter of the bounding 

rectangle, where x-axis represents the sections and y-axis 

the percentage for each section. The percentage of 

possibility of finding the corner cases to optimize the clock 

network for full chip is around 75.52%.  

 
Fig. 10. Possibility of finding corner case for full chip. 

The comparison of manual routing, trunk routing and netcell 

estimation routing is done for one section. The section here 

considered has total of 49 clock nets, in that 43 nets are 

determined by the ratio algorithm which can be optimized.  
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Fig. 11 shows the comparison of length of all three clock 

routings. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of manual, trunk and netcell 

estimation routing. 

Though the comparison it is observed that for some clock 

nets, the trunk routing and netcell estimation routing didn’t 

result in minimum length routing as compared to manual 

routing. Table 1 shows the comparison of clock net length 

of manual, trunk and netcell estimation routing done for a 

particular section. It also tabulates the efficiency of each 

routing in developing the optimal clock network. The 

graphical representation of comparison of total clock net 

length is shown in Fig. 12. 

Table 1. Comparison of manual, trunk and netcell 

estimation routing for their length and efficiency. 

Routing Type Total 

Length 

(µm) 

% 

Reduction 

Efficiency 

Manual Routing 27101.696 ---- 12.25% 

Trunk Routing 21628.671 20.91% 91.84% 

Netcell 

Estimation 

Routing 

25471.7 6.01% 81.64% 

 
Fig. 12. Total clock routing length comparison 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The clock tree network is first migrated from higher 

technology node to lower technology node in order to 

reduce the design time. The ratio of clock actual length to 

perimeter of bounding rectangle of associated pins is used as 

an objective function to figure out corner cases where 

optimization of clock network can be done. By this 

objective function, for a full chip there is 75.52% of 

possibility of finding the corner cases. For a section which is 

further considered for clock routing, the percentage of 

corner cases is 87.75%. The experiment is done on a real 

time design using INTEL internal tools. With the trunk 

routing the total clock net length is reduced by 20.91% as 

compared to manual routing with the efficiency of 91.84% 

and with the netcell estimation routing length is reduced by 

6.01% with the efficiency of 81.64%. Thus, it can be 

concluded that Trunk routing results in the minimum length 

clock net routing with the high efficiency compared to 

manual and netcell estimation routing. As dynamic power 

consumption of clock network directly proportional to the 

clock routing length, it can be concluded that the reduction 

in routing length also reduces the power consumption. 

In the current experiment, the placement of global driver 

and all associated pins placement is fixed. As a future work, 

the placement can be modified to get the optimal clock 

distribution with minimum length. 
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